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EDITORS' NOTES
The big news this month is that
Tasmania has valiantly accepted
the offer to produce-the next edition
of the newsletter. Cathy Searle will
be the contact down south and we
hope that everyone will be working
on their contributions to make our
first Tasmanian edition a great
success.
You can email your contributions
to Cathy at
searlec@southcom.com.au
or you can phone or fax Cathy on
03-6223 1232. Her address for
material on disc is 5 12 Neslon
Road, Mount Nelson, Tasmania,
7007.
This months edition has a site
report contribution from Jo
McDonald. We hope to get more of
these detailed contributions for
future editions. Thanks to Jo and
team for getting the ball rolling.
Couer; Cover drawing by Martin Rowney,

supplied by excavation director, Martin Camey.
The drawing shows allotment 12 of the
excavations at 4 1-47 Goerge Street, Parramatta.
The northern part, (illustration aligned north), of
the site contained the remains of a convict hut.
Further detials can be found under "News from
Sydney".
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NEWS FROM WESTERN
AUSTRALIA
WA Chapter members are all busy and
hard at work.
Paul Greenfeld is working for the heritage
branch of WMC Resources.
Min Smith is working on fish traps in the
Kimberley, and on the Aboriginal Gallery
at the WA Museum. She notes that a
major gallery on Western Australia (its
land and people) is to be opened in the
upstairs Hackett Hall wing of the Old
State Library.
Lynda Strawbridge, as part of a temporary
transfer, is currently working at the
Brisbane registry of the National Native
Title Tribunal on native title issues in
Queensland and the future Act regime of
the Native Title Act.
Chris Martin
Secre fury
(Note; See table attached to 'News from
section for changed phone numbers
and addresses for WA members - ed]

...'

NEWS FROM NSW
News from New England
Alice Gorrnan is still working on her PhD at
UNE and expects to finish by the end of the
year. Recently she completed an
investigation of Aboriginal and European
heritage at Bowraville in the Nambucca
Valley, uncovering some information which
contributes to the understanding of precontact Aboriginal movement on the North
Coast. In her spare time she is an
announcer on Armidale's community radio
station, 92.1 2ARM-FM, so if you are
passing through Armidale please tune in!
John Appleton had a very busy 1996, and
1997 looks like going the same way. In
JanIFeb he completed Aboriginal

archaeological investigations at Peats Ridge
and Coonamble, and two heritage
assessments at Port Macquarie. He is
presently wrapping up reports of
investigations at Londonderry, Mudgee,
Bowral, Northparkes and Wauchope, and a
predictive model for Kings Creek. In AprilJune he is scheduled to perform subsurface
investigations at Blaxland, and Aboriginal
archaeology investigations at Minimbah,
Brewarrina, Lake Arumpo, Old Bar, and
Springwood, as well as a seismic line
survey south of Wilcannia, and a salvage at
Warkworth. He also'has to monitor two
heritage projects, and assess another in the
Port Macquarie area.
Jackie Collins is trying to find time to
continue work on her PhD, on the
archaeology of the Hastings River, in the
middle of a hectic work schedule. Her
current project is the extension of the Coffs
Harbour airport. The extension will impact
on the foredune system along the eastern
edge of the existmg alrport: this area is full
of middens, many of which have already
been destroyed. Recently she completed
Stage 1, the corridor selection, of the
Ballina and Ulmarra bypasses. Her next
project is the Coopernook bypass.

Alice C. Gorman
Depur!ment of Archaeology und
Yulaeounthropology Universrty of'New
/~nglund,Armrdule NSW 2351 Austrul~u.
(067) 73 2306 e-mud:
ugormun@metz. une.edu.au

News from University of Sydney
The School of Archaeology, University of
Sydney, comes into being on l st July 1997
and already has an extensive ( >500
pages) WWW site at the following
address:
http://www.archaeology.usyd.edu.a d
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The site includes information on lectures
and seminars (updated monthly), courses,
research projects, publications, grants,
fieldwork, staff contact information,
software and databases (including GIS and
Australian Archaeology bibliographies
and an extensive list of Australian
Archaeologists with contact information
and areas of interest - add yourself if
you're not on it).

completed with the assistance of Dana
Mider. The assessment identified the
previously unreported occupation of the
site by Thomas Laycock from 1794. It
was previously believed that the
Homebush estate was established by
D'arcy Wentworth in 1810.

If you have information, such as
conferences and workshops, job openings
or calls for volunteers, which you would
like placed in the news or jobs and
fieldwork section, please use the
FEEDBACK button on the site to send us
the information, or mail it to:

Hello from Far North Queensland

Archaeological Computing Laboratory
(Attn: Elizabeth Black)
School of Archaeology
University of Sydney NSW 2606.
You can also get
put onto the
School of Archaeology mailing list using
the MAILING LIST button on the web
site.
I+brjirrtherinjbrmution contocl:

.

lun Johnson
john.son@felix.unliquity.ur~s.,su.edu.uu
i 61 2 9351 3142 fel
t 61 2 9351 4889 j
irx

AM & CG Pty Ltd
Martin Carney and team (Dominic Steele,
Kevin Hickson, Emma Thompson, Katia
Davis, Martin Rowney & Kevin Bames)
completed the excavation of portions of
two 1790 convict allotments, and a variety
of 1 9 Century
~
commercial ventures
(including a chemist shop and cordial
factory) at Parramatta. The analysis is
proceeding with the assistance of Dominic
Steele, Frank Sinn, Graham Wilson,
Emma Thompson, , & Martin Rowney.
An archaeological assessment of the 2000
Olympic Games site has recently been

NEWS FROM QUEENSLAND
The harassment has worked and I am
writing something for the newsletter.
However, it is a consultant's newsletter
and I feel it would be more appropriate for
consultant's working in Queensland to
write about Queensland. That said, I will
have a go and write something.
The results of the Department's three
grant programs were recently announced.
There are some very interesting projects
happening in FNQ. The Bar-Bamm
people will be undertaking genealogical
research to link the community to each
other and the land; the Cairns and District
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Corporation for Women will be
undertaking research about ATSI
communities in the Cairns District whilst
the Australia Japan Society of North
Queensland will be undertaking research
into the Japanese links with the Torres
Strait Island and North Queensland 18901910 and the Nyletta Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Island Corporation for
Community Advancement will research
the history of Aboriginal occupation and
use of the Tablelands of North
Queensland.
The wet season seems to be over and field
work can soon commence. The Lockhart
community are hoping to continue
conservation work at "Old Site" (the
original site of the community before they
were forcibly removed to their present
location), during the dry season. This
project is being undertaken with a grant
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from the Department. The Saibai Island
community hope to reroof their Church
which is listed on the Queenslmd
Heritage Register, during the dry season,
before the onset of monsoonal rains in
November.

Jillian Comber
Regional Manager
lultural Herilage
Fur Northern Region
Department qfEnvironment, Cairns

The Churches of the Torres Strait, some of
which are listed on the Queensland
Heritage Register, are beautifully unique
buildings. Each community built their
Church in the early part of this century, by
hand, using only locally available material
and the labour of the community. Some
are built of coral/lime formwork or
blocks, whilst the Church on Warraber
Island has hand woven walls and a
thatched roof (the community has
received a grant from the Department for
conservation works on the Church). St
Joseph's Church on Hammond Island
which was built after WW2 utilises the
steel angle-iron frames from old army
buildings and grey stone hand-hewn by the
community from the Island. The windows
of the Church consist of two feet diameter
concrete pipes laid flat across the broad
stone walls and filled with bottles of many
colours to produce a stained glass window
effect. It is a most imposing Church set
on a hill overlooking the sea. The Church
on Erub is constructed from mass masonry
of locally obtained sand, coral rubble and
burnt coral lime in a wonderfully tropical
design. The Department recently carried
out a Conservation Report on the Church
on behalf of the community.

NEWS FROM SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

Far North Queensland has so many
beautiful places, but nothing beats the
Torres Strait. 1'11 have to stop writing
about the Torres Straits, before I sound
like a travel brochure.
Enjoy the cold weather everywhere else.
At this time of year, Far North Queensland
experiences wonderful balmy weather
around 30-35 degrees (and without
humidity) and it is a fantastic place to be.
Goodbye for now.

3

The following brief was sent to members
of the SA Parliament by the Department
of State Aboriginal Affairs (DOSAA) on
24 April 1997:

The Site Conservation Strategy for SA
Background
The Site C.bnservution Strategy for SA
begun as a project undertaken under
Nut ional Estates Grants Program funding
and culminuting in U report written by
Allen Lance in l YY2. In his first stage,
I,unce summurised the philosophy of'
conservation und prioritised the need,ji,r
conservution work on some ofthe sites on
the Register of Aboriginal Sites und
Objects by exumining the site car&. The
scope ofthe project did not encompuss UN
of'the sites on the Iiegister nor include
uny site visits, so some of'/he.in$)rmalron
wus up to 20 yeurs old.
In pructical terms this could mean that
tlzere are no longer m y truces uj'some
archaeologicol sites, some sites w/~ic/z
were under threut now muy be quite sufe
due to revegetation ullowed by luck qf
visi!ation and some sites which were
considered to be sufe may he now under
threatfrom changed visitor patterns and
environmentul eflects.
Under Section 5 of the Aboriginal
Heritage Act 1988, the Minister for
Aboriginal Afairs has to take such
meusures us are pruct icublefor the
protection and preservation of Aboriginal
sites, objects and remains. The
Department has been charged with the
.
task oj'verrhzng the locations of these

f'uge
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ulreudy recorded, registered sites und
reporting their current condition to assist
in the prioritisin,g of conservation
measures.
Stuge 2 ofthe S t r a t e ~involves field
checking ($the locution and condition of
euch site currently listed in the Register of'
Aboriginul Sites und Objects. On& sites
which were recorded on the Register by
proJt?ssionulpeople, mostly with little or
no consultut ion with A boriginal people, .are being visded. No sites with ussociuted
contdeniiul mareriul or mphological sites
recorded by Aboriginal people are to be
visited. This process has been fully
explained in discussion and briefings with
the Chair of'the State Aboriginal Herituge
Committee and written briefings made
available.for distribution to the members
of the committee. The Team Leuder ofthe
Herituge and Development Teum ulso
offered to uttend U meeting ofthe
committee and expluin he strutem to
members.
7 % ;stuge
~ commenced in the north oj'the
stute wit h c@cers of 'the Northern
Regional Oflice visiting some sites on
planned jkM trips.
Preliminary conservution pluns und
management strutegies muy be produced
during this stugejbr sites which ore
straight forwurd or require little
conservation beyond uvoidunce. Stuge 3 is
the prepurution of'conservution pluns fir
sites identified as high priority in Stage 2
but which require more complex pluns.
Such sites are those which require
specialised conservation techniques, such
as art sites or sites with more complex
conservution needs. All work is to
conform to the guidelines for conservution
plans in the Burra C'harter.
To continue Stage 2, the State has been
divided into 16 zones organised by map
sheets. Consultunts huve been hired us

4-

Inspectors to commence visiting sites in
six of these zones andjbr one project to
clrrrrfi Aboriginal sites recorded along the
River Murruy and in the Onkaparinga
Valley. The Department ohtuined details
of those properties indicuted us
contuining registered Aboriginul sites
jiom the Lund Titles c~ficein the
Depurtment ($Environment und Nuturul
resources. A stundurd letter wus sent to
ull these lund owners to expluin Stuge 2 of
the Site (hnservution Sfratem,fbrSA und
to advise them thuf.uninspector would ask
to visil the property to ver$v the
Aboriginul site.

Keryn Walshe
Currently involved in carrying out Stage 2
of the Site Conservation Strategy for SA
and smaller contracts. Preparing a joint
paper with Sue Anderson for the Oral
History Conference to be held later this
year in Alice Springs. Continuing the
NEGP funded Aboriginal Heritage Survey
of Hasting Shire Council, with Vivienne
Wood and Peter Marin.

Di Smith
Di Smith has recently commenced
maternity leave from the Heritage and
Development Team at the Department of
State Aboriginal Affairs (DOSAA).
Earlier this year the Team launched stage
2 of the Site Conservation
Strategy for SA. The Strategy involves
.
relocating and re-checking register
card information and making and
recommendations for the conservation of
registered sites, aimed at the melioration
of archival and database
material in order to provide updated wider
access to Aboriginal cultural
heritage resources. Several SA based
archaeological consultants have been
engaged to assist DOSAA to embark on
this major task before commencing the
next stages of the Strategy, which will
involve undertaking recommended

Page
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conservation measures in consultation
with Aboriginal communities. (p.s. Di
now has a baby girl Siri llze -born 28
April 1997 at 71b 50z).
Mark Staniforth
Secretuy, AL4(-:4,X4 State clzupter

n

NEWS FROM TASMANIA
Kathy Searle from Tasmania reports that
there isn't a great deal of consulting work
happening in Tas at present. Kathy did
some work earlier in the year at the

3

Cascade Femal Factory. The excavations
were in the yard area currently owned by
Island Produce Confectionary. Whilst no
occupational deposits were fbund during
the excavations, wall and tireplace
foundations were located. Kathy has also
given a lecture to the Univenvsity of
Tasmania, Launceston campus' Bachelor
of Technology Counrse. here is going to
be an ongoing component of this course
for engineers in cultural and natural
heritage.

THE SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
SATURDAY, MAY 31, 1997

Cave reveals oldest yet
human bones in Europe

eventually evolved into Neanderthal man.
Archaeologists have discovered
But they also believe that
the oldest European human
about a million years ago Homo
remains - dating back 800,000
antecessor arrived in Europe
years - and evidence from the
from Africa and that members
site shows that the two adult
of that species who stayed in
females and four children were
Africa eventually evolved into
eaten by other humans.
our species, Horno sapiens.
Of around 80 human bones
The new theory is that Ancesand bone fragments unearthed,
tor man is the common ancestor
about half had cut marks made
of both ourselves and the Neanby sharp stone tools.
Teeth found among the derthalers, who became extinct
Scattered around them were
800,000-yearold bones.
other food debris - the bones who found the remains, just 30,000 years ago.
Before the discovery of the
of horses, deer, bison, rhino and inside a cave at Atapuerca in
Atapuerca cannibal victims, the
possibly elephants - and up to
northern Spain, believe the six oldest positively identified
100 stone implements.
Some of the bones had been victims - and presumably the human bone ever found in
broken open to extract the cannibals - belonged to a Europe was a massive lower jaw
highly .nutritious marrow from previously unknown human found in Germany in 1907 and
species which they have called thought to date from between
them.
It is the earliest known exam- Horno ahtecessor (Ancestor 500,000 and 700,000 years ago.
ple of cannibalism and women man).
Tools made 900,Oq years ago
and children might have been
In a paper published in the have been discovered m an even
chosen as the easiest prey.
journal Science, the team pro- deeper excavation level at the
The Spanish archaeologists poses that in Europe the species Atapuerca cave.
By DAUD KEYS
in London

m
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Attached list being changes of addressltelephone numbers. Telephone numbers in
WA have recently changed, but unless otherwise stated all addresses remain the
same.
NAME
Bowdler, Sandra

1 PHONE
1 (08) 9380 2868

I ADDRESS

(08) 9380 1023(Fax)
(08) 9143 6086
(08) 9358 1706
041 205 8529

Bradshaw, Elizabeth
Cooper, Darren

V145 Leach Hwy WlLSON WA
61 07

dbcooper@cygnus.uwa.edu.au
Corsini, Stephen
Dortch, Charlie

(

Green, Nic
Greenfeld, Paul
Hook, Fiona

(08) 9293 7071
041 985 4463
(08) 9336 2079
(08) 9328 8686
(08) 9479 0678
(08) 9443 5694
(08) 9430 4664
(08) 9335 2238 (Fax)

I
Archae-Aus
PO Box 177
SOUTH
FREMANTLE WA 6160
Archae-Aus
PO Box 177
SOUTH FREMANTLE WA

archaeos@po85 aone net au
Jackson, Gavin

(08) 9430 4664
(08) 9335 2238 (Fax)

archaeos@po85.aone.net.au

6 l60

Lantzke, Donald
Martin, Christine
McGann, Sally
Morse, Dr Kate
Nayton, Gaye
Pasqua, Monique
Schwede, Dr Madge
Smith, Dr Moya

1
1

Stevens, Robin
Stokes, Cathy
Strawbridge, Lynda
Underwood, Sophia
Veitch, Bruce

Warren, Louis

1

(08) 9242 2500

9 Namatjira Place

donaldl@cygnus.uwa.edu.au
(08) 9450 5472
martince@,cs.curtin.edu.au
(08) 9358 0443
smcgann@cyllene.uwa.edu.au
(08) 9335 444 1
kmorse@,cyllene.uwa.edu.au
(08) 9271 1277
(08) 9335 1 730
mpasqua@cyllene.uwa.edu.au
(08) 9235 8000
(08) 9427 2722
smithm@muswa.dialix.aus.au
(08) 9342 2644
(08) 9380 3946
(08) 9380 1023(Fax)
(08) 927 1 5269(Ph/Fax)
(08) 902 1 5666
(08) 9430 4664
(08) 9335 2238 (Fax)
archaeos@po85.aone.net.au

LEEDERVILLE WA 6007
PO Box 407
COMO WA 6152

(08) 9173 3565
(08) 9 173 2903

1

I

Archae-Aus
PO Box 177
SOUTH FREMANTLE WA
6160
PO Box 197 NEDLANDS WA
6909

a
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FORTHCOMING SEMINARS
AND CONFERENCES

Applications or inquiries can be made in
letter, fax, or e-mail. You can also consult
our WWW page for latest developments.

, INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON

Presentations will be made in form of oral
papers or posters: the assignment of
lectures will be based on the review of
abstracts by an international committee of
specialists ("convenors").The conference
fee will be around 200 USD for registered
participants and 80 USD for students. The
organisers are trying to get extra funds for
participation grants. More details on these
and costs of accommodation, as well as
further technical information will be
given in the 2nd circular.

ARCHAEOMETRY
J

7

27. April- 1. May 1998
HUNGARIAN NATIONAL MUSEUM,
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY
M.J. Aitken, Oxford (PRESIDENT)
M. S.Tite, Oxford

(CHAIR)
0

The organizing committee invites you to
attend the 3 1st lnternational Symposium
on Archaeometry, from 27th of April till
l st of May 1998. The host of the '98
Symposium will be the Hungarian
National Museum in collaboration with a
number of research centres and academic
institutions from Hungary. Symposium
topics will include, according to the
tradition of the Archaeometry Symposia,
dating of organic and inorganic materials,
ancient and historical technology, artifact
provenance studies (metals and nonmetals), prospection, the study of
biological materials, mathematical and
statistical methods.
Special thematical sessions and round
table discussions will be organised on the
problems of experimental archaeology
and its impact on scientific archaeology
and polished stone artefact studies. The
floor is still open to further specific
specialists' workshops. Field trips will be
organised before and after the conference.
If you are interested in attending the
symposium in any form, please complete
the enclosed application form and return
it not later than 3 1st of January 1997.
Only those responding to the first circular
will receive further information on details
of participation, submission of abstracts,
registration and accommodation.

Important dates:
3 1 st of January 1997 - return circulars
March, 1997
- 2nd circular posted:
November 1997 - Abstracts expected
(latest)
'

KT. Biro

On behalf of the L. 0. C.

Swdw:
/he Archaeological IAhic Atmlysis I)i.sc~t.s.siot~
1,ist
/,/TH/('LY-l.iujlis/.ser~~.
ucsu.hr~ffalo.
e h
tqkom: "HzrghW. Jarvis"
l.R( lI.%;4LO.ED I I
hjarvisiryl ('S
Subjecr: archaeomrtry YX - Is/ circular (fwd)
t.i)rwarJedto AACA Newsletter by Alice (;orman

See next page for return questionnaire

I
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INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON ARCHAEOMETRY
27. April- 1. May 1998
HUNGARIAN NATIONAL MUSEUM, BUDAPEST, HUNGARY
Yes, I would like to receive further information on the Archaeometry '98 Symposium
because:
1 will probably attend the Symposium

0

I would like to present a paper 1 poster

0

I would like to receive further information

Q

Name
Institution:
Address:

City:

Country:

Please complete the form and send to:
ARCHAEOMETRY '98
Katalin T. Biro
Hungarian National Museum
Dept. of Information
H- 1450 Budapest Pf 1%. Hungary
Tel., fax: (36)-1-2101 338
Email: h5852tbiGiJella.h~

8
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WOMEN IN ARCHAEOLOGY IN
THE TROPICS
Cairns Conference Prep Heats up
"

30 June - 6 July

Preparations for the 4th Australian Women in
Archaeology Conference (Theme: Feminism
on the Frontier) are well underway and an
exciting array of papers and presenters from
Australia and overseas are now included in
the conference program.
In the balmy northern winter (26' days) amid
the lush tropical rainforest of Kuranda you
can participate In sessions discussing gender
issues about:
Frontiers in theory

Queensland. Some of the places you will visit
are not normally accessible to tourists at all
and others are simply part of the wonders of
the region. Each site will be considered in the
light of management issues and guided by
Aboriginal Community Rangers or
Department of Environment Staff. The rock
art of Bare Hill and Laura, the spiritual
significance of Black Mountain and
Mulbidgee Lagoon the historic township of
Cooktown, the Chinese Temple and China
Town site of Honi Wang Maiu and the
delights of Yungaburra will ensure that this is
a most memorable conference experience.

Registration and Accommodation
For registration, accommodation and
payment details, contact Jillian Comber at:
Department of Environment
PO Box 2066
CAIRNS QLD 4870
Ph: (070) 523 069
Fax: (070) 523 080
Email: Jillian.Comber@env.qld.gov.au

Frontiers of Technological and
Methodological Concepts
Conceptual and Physical Landscapes
Engendering the Communication of
Archaeology
Cultural Heritage Mgt: Women's Work?

Air fares

Frontier Women

Please book with Ansett. For every 50 tickets
they will provide one free ticket for an
indigenous woman. If you are booking late,
the conference special is cheaper than the full
fare. Ring Ansett on the special conference
phone number (1 800 0 17956) and quote
MC07059.

Indigenous Frontiers
Queensland's Mining Frontier
Friday 4 July will be a day of activities
organised by indigenous women. Issues to be
looked at will include:
indigenous women's response to
archaeology and anthropology

Some of the speakers will be:

indigenous women's history
indigenous women and land rights

t

9

Tropical Trip to Tantalize
It is often the way with conferences that you
travel to an exotic location, arrive a few hours
before and leave soon after - without really
becoming immersed in what the area has to
offer. For Women in Archaeology in the
Tropics, the pre-conference field trip will
settle you into the ambience of far north

'.

Dimitra Kokkinidou, Melbourne
Catherine Duncum, Uni of New England
Suzanne Spencer-Wood, Harvard Uni. USA
Laurajane Smith, Uni of NSW
Caroline Phillips, Auckland, NZ
Eleanor Casella, Uni of California, USA
Judith Powell, Dpt of Environment, Bris
Marilyn Goldberg, Uni of Maryland, USA
Jinx Miles, National Trust, Brisbane
Gail Reekie, ANU, Canberra
Ericka Englestaadt, Norway
Carol Patterson, USA
Jan Wegner, JCU, Cairns
Di Menghetti, JCU, Townsvilie
Jane Lennon, Brisbane

Puge
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ARCHAEOLOGY OF WHALING
IN SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA
SEMINAR
La

14-15 July
T r o b e University
Melbourne

ackground
AWSA is a collaborative project which co-ordinates at a national level a variety of
research and management initiatives taking place at the regional and site l e v e l ,
all of which address aspects of Australia's historic shore-based whaling i n d u s t r y .
AWSA intends to involve maritime and terrestrial archaeologists and c u l t u r a l
heritage managers at La Trobe and Flinders Universities, in government agenciesh
in New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia and Western Australia, and
at the Australian
National Maritime Museum.
The project represents
an
innovative model for industrylacademic
collaboration
which vill result i n
improved
outcomes
in the areas of research,
public
participation
and
interpretation
regarding
archaeology,
and
effective
conservation
and
management of archaeological sites.
Aims:
to bring together historical archaeology and maritime' archaeology in o r d e r
to develop an integrated analytical framework regarding Australia's e a r l i e s t
maritime industry, its associated material culture and cultural landscapes.
to synthesise within this framework the results of archaeological surveys o f
shore-based whaling sites and whaling vessels along the coastline of
Tasmania and the southern portion of mainland Australia (Perth to S y d n e y ) .
Until now these sites have been addressed as isolated phenomenon w i t h i n
each of five separate states and there has been little interpretation b e y o n d
that required for assessing the significance of the sites.
to utilise this integrated framework to develop a sustained program o f
archaeological investigation on specific sites in order to address issues of
technological
development,
social structure,
colonial
settlement,
and
IndigenousIEuropean interaction in the whaling industry.
to communicate the results of the project with academic, professional, a n d
general audiences through a program of seminars, articles, research r e p o r t s ,
heritage trails, museum exhibitions, and monographs.
Seminar
As part of the initial phase of the AWSA project a two day seminar is being held a t
La Trobe University on 14-15 July. The two aims of the seminar are to provide a n
update on recent whaling research in each state and to establish goals a n d
guidelines for future work. The seminar will be structured in two parts. In t h e
first section invited papers on recent research around the country will b e
presented and this section will be open to interested practitioners, students, a n d
members of the public. The second sectidn will be a workshop focusing on t h e
AWSA project itself. Participants will define specific aims and outcomes for t h e
project and will identify strategies for achieving those aims. This will be a closed
session for agency and institutional representatives only.
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PROGRAM
MONDAY 14 JULY
MORNING:

OVERVIEWS OF WHALING RESEARCH IN EACH STATE
(Papers open to general public)
Tasmania
South Australia
Victoria
New South Wales
Western Australia
Discussion

AFTERNOON: CASE STUDIES
(papers open to general public)
Possible subjects include:
Thistle Island Whaling Station
Whaling Stations at Wilson's Promontory
Whaling in the West of South Australia
EVENING:

LAUNCH OF HERITAGE VICTORIA PUBLICATION ON V
CONFERENCE DINNER (CITY)

TUESDAY 15 JULY
MORNING:

CURRENT RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
(papers open to general public)
Possible subjects 'include:
Wrecks of Whaling Ships
The Hobart Whaling Industry
Whaling Ship Arrivals and Departures

AFTERNOON: WORKSHOP
(project partners

only)

Part I:

Setting Directions
Issues
Aims
Outcomes

Part 11:

Setting Goals
Methodologies
Timelines
Responsibilities
Funding
Steering Committee
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BOOKS & MAGAZINES
LAW AND CULTURAL HERITAGE

Pug?
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BRECCIA
BY TFC
VISIBILITY At a recent workshop held by
NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, to
discuss the form and contents of proposed new
guidelines for carrying out and reporting on
archaeological pro-jects by consultants, the
controversial question of effective survey
coverage inevitably arose.
As most of you probably know, this is one of my
"bugbears", so, in order to test people's
competence in estimating ground surface
visibility, I had prepared with a small test for all
those willing to take part. The test consisted of six
squares, in each of which different percentages of
black and white were visible (they varied from
98% to 50%). The 19 participants (all
experienced archaeologists) had to estimate the
percentage of white area visible in each square.
\

My prediction was that the accuracy rate would
be pretty low - and I was right, particularly for
lower percentages of visibility. For example, only
5% of the participants were within 5% of the
correct answer for the 70% visibility square (the
one with the second lowest visibility) and only
16% for the 50% square.
I carried out the same test a week later at a
Sydney Uni archaeology seminar, with 35
participants, mainly students. Interestingly,
although the pattern of answers was much the
same (ie. the least correct answers were for square
with 70% visibility and the next worst for the one
with 50%), the percentages of correct answers
were higher. As well as the obvious conclusion
that we are not veIy good at this kind of
estimation, the results seem to indicate that the
more experienced we get the worse we are. The
battle against exactitudinal pretension continues.

THE PLUMPTON RIDGE QUARRY SAGA
I alluded to this legal battle last time, in my
"What is an artefact?" section. It concerns an
appeal by a landowner found guilty of destroying
Aboriginal archaeological "relics" (the term used

I4

in the NSW NPWS Act covering such matters - in
this case a stone artefact site, recorded as a quarry
in the early 1980s) at Plumpton Ridge, probably
the best known silcrete outcrop in the Sydney
area.
The court hearing has taken nine days, during
most of which AACA members have been
present, either on the witness stand or as
observers (my multi-functional friend John and I
were among the latter).
The landowner (through his excruciatingly longwinded barrister) appears to have been trying to
prove that the artefacts are not Aboriginal
artefacts (resulting either from natural weathering
or mechanical fracture during ploughing etc) and
that there is no evidence for the site being a
quarry anyway (despite the presence of silcrete
cobbles all over the relevant area).
A number of well- and lesser-known

archaeologists from far and near, have been called
to give evidence (on both sides) plus a couple of
petrologists thrown in for good measure. Some
important archaeological issues have been
debated (insofar as a debate is possible in a court
situation) - such as whether it's possible to tell if
something is an artefact at all (the general
consensus seems to be not always) or whether it is
an Aboriginal artefact, as opposed to one
produced by mechanical means or by non.4bongines (presumably this would include
geologists and students who roam around
geologically interesting areas on field trips with
G-picks at the ready). Context was mentioned a
lot, as it should be, but the aforementioned
barrister seemed more interested in trying to
demonstrate that the ev~denceof those he termed
"physical scientists" (in this case petrologists) was
more reliable than that of "social scientists"
(archaeologists). In this he was spectacularly
unsuccessful and the NPWS barrister expressed
incredulity that he appeared to be trying to
discredit his own archaeological witnesses (who 1
noticed were looking a bit depressed by this
time).
The case is now awaiting judgement.

I'

,v
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SITE NEWS

,
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The development
e

The Richmond Marketplace Salvage
Excavation
In late 1996, site RMI was discovered during
the course of excavations involving the
historic heritage in the Richmond area
(Higgenbotham 1997). Aboriginal stone
artefacts were found in historic features (postholes, underfloor deposits, etc.) during this
investigation. Several test pits excavated into
the 'creamy sub-soil' - or the unit A? horizon revealed a relatively high density of
artefactual material.
The development
proposed in this location was the' Richmond
Marketplace: a large shopping mall near the
centre of Richmond. The late discovery of
this site resulted in it being salvaged (Jo McD
CHM 1997) - there being little opportunity at
this late stage in the planning process - to
consider other management options.

3

Background to the proposed development
and previous investigations

At the time that this investigation commenced
over 90% of the construction excavation (i.e.
for the foundations) had commenced. This
meant that only those areas which had been
previously investigated by the historic
excavation were left (relatively) intact . The
areas investigatedfsalvaged were determined
by existing high levels of disturbance
elsewhere across the development area.
The areas included in this investigation .will
be totally destroyed by the development.

Results
The investigation was carried out over 15
days between 4 and 24 September 1996. A
total of 2 15 person days were spent in the
field. The team of 8 DLALC representatives
and eight archaeological assistants, several of
whom had previously worked on the
preceding historical excavations.
C,

The Development Application for this project
was issued by Hawkesbury City Council in
July 1995. Several conditions were placed on
this DA regarding European heritage in the
area. Hawkesbury City Council has a heritage
management plan in preparation for
Richmond - entitled the 'Drafl Richmond
Archaeological
Management
Plan'
(Higgenbotham 1996). This is restricted to
historic buildings. There was no requirement
that Aboriginal sites be investigated and there
had been no archaeological survey undertaken
for this purpose.

,
"

The history of the study area was investigated
(Godden Mackay 1995). This earlier report
did not investigate the potential for
Aboriginal sites to be located in the area.

More than 1 10 square metres were excavated
across site RMI before the Consent to
Destroy was fully activated. Because of the
pressing construction schedule, parts of the
site were cleared as the investigation
proceeded. ~ h site
k was found to be largely
intact below the topsoil layers. ( ~ 2 , 6 0 0of
In
these flaked) (Higgenbotham l 997j.
several areas across the site open area
excavation was undertaken including in one
instance 52 contiguous square metres (see
Figures). Because of this conjoining analysis
was effectively utilised to understand more
about the stone tool technologies present and
the relationship between material in different
squares.
More than 12,000 stone artefacts were
retrieved during this investigation. Most
of the stone from the Aboriginal site
investigations were heat shatters (9,615),
with 2,504 flaked artefacts, 61 pieces of
unflaked stone and 56 pieces which were
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of indeterminate type, due to manganese
encrustation.
Most of the heat shatters were from three
chert cobbles and 7,564 of these were
recovered from one square metre
(88E27N). Heat shatters from broken
flaked artefacts of both chert and silcrete
occurred across the site, and most appear
to have resulted from accidental postflaking heating, rather than from
deliberate attempts to heat treat stone
prior to flaking. There was little firm
evidence of flaking heat treated stone:
three cores - two of silcrete (E84, 5637)
and one of chert (96 15) were amongst few
artefacts with glossy flaked surfaces.
The flaked assemblage was predominantly
of chert (65%) with low frequencies of
silcrete (1 8%) and quartz ( l 5%). Petrified
wood, quartzite and igneous materials
occurred in low numbers.
The
predominance of chert is typical for sites
in proximity to .the Hawkesbury-Nepean
River - which are closer to the bavel bed
of the river and the Rickabys Creek
gravels.
Only one silcrete backed piece comprising 0.04% of the flaked
assemblage - was recovered from the
Aboriginal site investigations - and this
from a disturbed context. This is an
unusually low incidence. Elsewhere on
the Cumberland Plain this artefact type
comprises 0.2-3.8% of
excavated
assemblages.
Cores generally were quite rare, making
up only 0.4% of the excavated flaked
assemblage.
Retouched and/or used artefacts also
comprised only 0.8% of flaked artefacts.
The incidence of used but unretouched
artefacts is probably an underestimate

since weathering of artefact edges has
probably obscured light use. Cores and
retouched tools were slightly more
frequently of silcrete (1.3% each) than of
chert (0.4% and 0.6%), indicating some
differences in the way that these stone
materials were managed, and perhaps
reflecting different distances to stone
sources.

IP

d

The two ryain reduction sequences used
on this site were the reduction of cobble
cores and large flakes. For convenience
these strategies have been named the
Richmond Cobble Reduction (RCR)
sequence and the Richmond Flake
Reduction (RFR) sequence.
Some cores and conjoin sets showed
variations on the RCR and RFR
sequences, including limited bifacial
reduction and limited core rotation.
Only one core of the Redbank A strateby
(of chert) was recovered. These cores are
usually associated with backed blade
production (Hiscock 1993). No other
cores could be described as being blade
cores.
Quartz was sometimes flaked using
bipolar reduction.
Most artefacts (80%) did not have cortex,
although overall there was a higher
incidence of cortex on chert artefacts
(25%) than on silcrete artefacts (2%). It
appears that cortex was deliberately
removed from silcrete cores before they
The higher
were brought to RMI.
proportion of cortex on chert suggests two
things: either 1 ) the thin cortex of chert
cobbles may have transmitted force
sufficiently well not to require
decortication prior to flake production or,
2) that the initial reduction of this
material was taking d lace at or near RMI .

ii

L
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Summary of recommendations

References:

The major recommendations which arose
from this investigation related to procedures
regarding the management of Aboriginal
sites. The presence of an intact Aboriginal
site below the deep topsoil in the backyards
of houses near the centre of Richmond which have been settled since the 1820's demonstrated that the potential for intact
buried Aboriginal sites in this area is high.

Godden Mackay 1996. Richmond Market
Place' Archaeological Assessment.
Report to Restifa & Partners on behalf
of Woolworths Ltd.

It was recommended that Hawkesbury City
Council should require the investigation
Aboriginal sites prior to the issuing of
development
consents
within
their
boundaries. It was further recommended that
their Draft Richmond Archaeological
Management Plan (Higgenbotham 1996)
should be amended to acknowledge the
potential for Aboriginal sites occurring in
conjunction
with
historic
buildings
throughout the area.

Jo

It is also recommended is that the National
Parks & Wildlife Service (NPWS NSW)
should be aware that the landscape on the
Clarendon Terrace - and other alluvial and
terrace features in this part of the Cumberland
Plain - is an aggrading one. The absence of
surface evidence for Aboriginal sites should
not be considered as evidence for the absence
of sites in this area.

J

A
further recommendation
is that
investigators of historic sites should recognise
the possibili~of intact Aboriginal sites being
located beneath buildings and other structures
- and the probability that these will occur in
the surrounding curtilage. The inclusion of
prehistoric archaeologists and members of the
Aboriginal community on study teams - to
investigate this aspect of the site's usage should become the norm.

Higginbotham, E.
1997
Richmond
Marketplace
Archaeological
Investigations. Report to Restifa &
Partners on behalf of Woolworths Ltd.
1997
McDonald CHM Pty Ltd
Archaeological salvage of Site RMI at
Richmond, N.S.W.: Test & salvage
excavation report. Report to Restifa
& Partners.
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RMl SA open plan excavation - schematic distribution of chert conjoins

(Note that artefacts were mostly provenanced only to lm squares and the lines indicating conjoins are meant only
as a guide, rather than an accurate representation of the distribution ofjoined artefacts.)

-

conjoin sets

other refitted artefacts
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RM1 SA open plan excavation - distribution of all artefacts
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FROM THE SIEVE

AIATSIS

NOTICE
ROCK ART PROTECTION PROGRAM
April 1997
f i e Australian lnstitute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies continues to administer fund:
)rovided for the protection and preservation of indigenous Australian rock pictures. The Council of AIATSIS
will decide grants following recommendations of the Institute's Research Advisory Committee. For the nex~
inancial year's grant round, no particular sum has been identified, and the Rock Art Protection Program ha!
Ieen incorporated into and will compete with other grants applications. The RAPP has three major aims:

Major aims of the Rock Art Protection Program
1

1

The physical preservation and management of endangered sites, including those threatened by natural
elements and by interference fiom humans and animals.
Survey and documentation of newly reported rock marking areas and major sites.
Research into the indigenous cultural significance of sites.

Applications are invited for both national and regional protection projects

1

1

1

Applications must be submitted on the specific forms, which are obtainable from AIATSIS.
The closing date for receipt ofupplicatiuns for the next found ofgrunts is 30 June 1997.
The results of applications will be advised in NovemberIDecember 1997.
Intending applicants should liaise with the relevant State I 'Territory authorityhes; some projects may be
conducted under the auspices of the relevant authority.
Applications will be particularly welcomed in those areas identified in the accompanying advertise men^
(for the general round of research grants), but this will not preclude funding of projects in other areas.
Applicants should consider the advice contained in, and incorporate into their application, appropriate
consideration of the Set oj'Princip1e.s and Guidelines,fbr the Protection, Management and Ilse of
Aboriginal or 'Ibrres Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Places (the 'Guidelines'), in conjunction with
other established methods and techniques for the protection of rock pictures. Copies of the draft
Guidelines are available from: MS Marilyn Truscott, Heritage Branch, Department of Communication
and Arts, GPO Box 2154, CANBERRA 2601.
Telephone: ( 0 6 )279 16 14. Facsimile: (06) 279 1697. Email: Truscot@dca.gov.au

For further information concerning the Rock Art Protection Program,
and for advice about making an application, contact:
I

Dr Graeme Ward
Research Fellow, Australian lnstitute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Studies
GPO Box 553 CANBERRA 260 1 .
Telephone: (06)246 1 15 1
Facsimile: (06) 249 77 14
Email: gkw@aiatsis.gov.au
AIATSIS Web page: http://www.aiatsis.gov.au!index.htm
Note: Deadlinejbr receipt ofapplications for the subsequent round ofgrants will be 31 January IYY8.
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FROM THE SIEVE
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REDEVELOPMENT OF THE
ABORIGINAL SITES
REGISTER OF NSW
The National Parks and Wildlife Service
maintains the Aboriginal Sites Register of
NSW. The Register contains information
pertaining to almost 30,000 recorded
Aboriginal sites throughout NSW. The
Register also includes a reports library
containing over 4000 items. In addition to
written material, photographs and
drawings, the Register includes a
computer system, which contains
summary information about registered
sites and associated reports.
The current computer system was
developed in the early 1980s and,
although it has been very useful, is no
longer able meet the needs of the NPWS
and other land managers, Aboriginal
communities, consultant archaeologists
and other stakeholder groups.
As a result, the NPWS will be developing
a new computer system to manage
infonnation about Aboriginal heritage. To
ensure that the new system is an effective
management tool and addresses the needs
of its users and stakeholders, the NPWS is
seeking input from stakeholders and
existing and potential users of the system.
The enclosed questionnaire has been
included to assist you to provide the
NPWS with details about your
requirements for an information
management system.
For further information about this project
please contact Georgina Eldershaw on
(02) 9585 6843.

I'uge
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THE NEW ABORIGINAL SITES REGISTER COMPUTER SYSTEM
QUESTIONNAIRE

Name:
Company:
Address:

Fax:

Ph:

The NPWS wants to know what you think the system should do. As a starting point for
discussion, listed in the following pages are some of the things that NPWS staff have
suggested should be incorporated in the new system. It must be noted that the examples
are ideas only and their presentation in this questionnaire does not necessarily imply that
they will be included in the new system.
We would like you to think about these and let us know your ideas. Do you agree or
disagree with the ideas presented? Do you have some other ideas?

ACCESS TO INFORMATION
Examples:
There should be more flexibility in the type and format of register output available
agree

disagree

Summary information from the register reports catalogue should be made available on the
lnternet
agree
disagree
NPWS Head Offtce should continue to manage external requests for information
agree

disagree

Consultants should be required to sign a Data Licence Agreement with the NPWS. This
agreement will outline the acceptable uses of the data, and will be valid for a particular term
(eg. l 2 months).
agree
disagree
L

Your commentslideas:
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INFORMATION ABOUT SITES

Examples:
Sites should not be preclassified using the current set of site types, ie. there should be more
flexibility to present the attributes of a site.
agree

disagree

Often a site cannot be represented by a single grid reference. The system should allow for
reporting on these sites in other ways.
agree

0

disagree

More information about sites should be available, eg. what conservation or management
works have occurred.
agree

disagree

Your commentslideas:

INFORMATION ABOUT SURVEYS

Example:
The system should allow for reporting a list of all surveys conducted within a particular
geographic area.
agree 0
disagree
Currently a list from the reports catalogue only provides the report title, date and author
Other information would be useful.
agree

Your commentslideas:

disagree
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QUALITY OF INFORMATION
Examples:
Site lists should indicate whether the site locational information has been confirmed, and if
so, by what method. agree
disagree
Site lists should indicate whether the site recording was a result of a systematic survey or
otherwise.
agree
disagree

Your commentslideas:

SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION TO THE NPWS
Examples:
It should be possible to record site information by entering it into a Word document
template. The printed copy could then be forwarded to the NPWS.
agree

disagree

In approved circumstances, consultants should be able to submit site data to the NPWS in
an Excel or ascii format, generated from their own record systems.
agree

disagree

Your commentslideas:

OTHER COMMENTS (please attach additional pages if necessary):
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thank you for your contribution
Please note that all contributions will be considered, however, the design of'the system will
depend on the funds and the technology available and the requirement to protect and
manage sites.

Please return your completed questionnaire to
Aboriginal Sites Registrar
NPWS
PO Box 1967
HURSNILLE 2220

*** Please return questionnaire by 30th June 1997 ***

FURTHER INFORMATION
Georgina Eldershaw, Database Co-ordinator (02 9585 6843)

RETURN TO: Aboriginal Sites Registrar, NPWS, PO Box 1967, HURSNILLE, 2220
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FROM THE SIEVE -

Row over
skeleton's
final fate

E

XPERTS are facing a dilemma over whether the
remains of an unknown
miner from Central Otago's gold
rush days should finally be laid
to rest.
The unidentified European
m a n is presumed t o have
drowned after being washed
down the Clutha River in the
1860s.
The skeleton was uncovered
during an archaeological dig in
1983. Since then it has remained
in the Otago University's anatomy department.
But now Cromwell residents
want the miner's bones returned,
so they can lay him to rest.
The Cromwell District Historical Society has written to the
university asking for the bones.
However, Hamilton archaeologist NevilIe Ritchie, who dug
them up, is against the proposal.
Society secretary Cora
McAuliffe said it was time the
man had a dignified sendoff.
"He is someone's loved one,"
she said. The society is to meet
this week to discuss funeral
arrangements.
Dr Ritchie. a former Historic
Places Trust archaeologist now
working for .the Conservation
Department, said the dead man
had no living relatives in Cromwell and his bones were best left
where they were.
"These bones should stay at
the university where they can be
of some use," he said.
"TO have them buried in the
corner of a historic cemetery by
some do-gooders .
I wouldn't
have dug them up in the first
place if I had known."

..

JONES

. . .ethical issues must be considered

Gareth Jones, head of the
'anatomy and structural biology
department, said the skeleton
was not being studied so was
likely to be returned.
Professor Jones has been
studying the ethical issues of
keeping human remains. "It9s a
very complex issue," he said.
It was even more difficult to
decide "custody" of skeletal remains of indigenous groups.
New Zealand has yet to introduce policy, but in the south ISl a n d , Ngai Tabu h a s a n
agreement with museums that
gives it access to and control
over skeletal remains of its peo-

JONATHON CAMERON

ple. Professor Jones said scientists must take serious note of
the cultural needs of indigenous
people.
But prehistoric remains with
no identifiable links were different, he said. Ethical constraints
no longer applied a n d they
should be available for research.
Remains kept for scientific
purposes must be studied to justify their continued storage.
"We Cannot justify a situation
where thousands of skeletal remainsfromtherecentpastlinger
unstudied in universities and
for Years on end."
YVONNE MARTIN

-
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NOTES FROM THE
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Readers may be interested to note that out
of around 140 members of AACA lnc,
only 20 are Full Members. To maintain
and develop the Association we need
more! Many Associates are known to
have years of experience in the profession
and would surely qualify for Full
Membership. For those contemplating
advancement and the attendant benefits*,
criteria for acceptance, as stated in the
Constitution, are given below:
"Each applicant for full membership shall:
(a) have an honours degree or
postgraduate degree in archaeology or
other field of scholarship accepted by
the Membership Committee or have
such experience in the field of
consulting archaeology as is considered
sufficient by the Committee for
admission as a full member;
(b) have the equivalent of two years fulltime experience in the field of
consulting archaeology in Australia;
(C)be supported by references from 2
archaeologists (one of whom must be a
Full Member of the Association, or in
exceptional cases another person
agreed to by the Membership
Committee) each stating that in his or
her opinion the applicant is competent
in the field of consulting archaeology
and setting out the grounds for that
beliec
(d) have demonstrated an ability to
conduct archaeological consultancies
on his or her own;
(e) have demonstrated competence in:
(i) survey, identification and recording
of sites;

(ii) site assessment and evaluation;
(iii) recommendations concerning the
management of sites;
(iv) report preparation and production;
(v) client - consultant relations;
(vi) consultant - determining
authority relations; and
where relevant

.

(vii) relevant community liaison
and consultation and
documentary and oral research;
(f) indicate their intention to devote the
majority of their professional time to
archaeological consulting work."

Note that applicants must provide at least
two recent reports for review by the
Membership Committee. Items (i)-(vii) in
(e) above should be considered Core
Skills and evidence for each must be
demonstrated in at least one of the reports
submitted. Claims for additional areas of
expertise, such as excavation or rock art
recording, must be accompanied by
evidence for such claims (in additional
reports if necessary). If joint reports are
submitted then it must be clear which
sections have been completed by the
applicant.

* for example, the opportunity to develop
and influence the progress of the
Association through service on the NEC
or Membership Committee, or the right to
use the magic letters MAACAI on your
letterhead, or the option to undertake
consultancies that are only open to Full
Members (yes, they do exist).

NOTICE: 1997198 MEMBERSHIP
FEES ARE DUE ON 1ST OF JULY
PAY!

-
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CONTRIBUTlONS GUIDELINES
l . The most preferred way to
forward your contribution is by
Email to:

briny@curie.dialix.com.au
2.lf you do not have Internet
access your contribution can be
sent on a floppy disc. It will be
edited in Word for Windows on
an IBM compatible computer,
so please save in an appropriate
format. If unsure, contact the
Editors.

3. You may send hard copy, but
please, ONLY AS A LAST
RESORT and only if it is short.
We do not have a typing service
on hand.
4. It is difficult, but if you could
possibly send your
contributions in advance of
when the Newsletter is being
put together, life becomes a
whole lot simpler at this end.
The due date for copy for the
next Newsletter is : 1 Aug.

erhaps y could place a not
in your diary a few days before
this date, as a reminder.

5. You don't have to worry too
much about formatting your
contributions, if it is in
electronic form. That can be
adjusted quite easily. If you are
sending hard copy, please use
the following settings, if
possible:
Font: Times New Roman
Font size: 12 point
Left Margin: .2.7
Right Margin: 2.5

Top Margin 2.5 However,
check that there is sufficient
room for the normal AACA
header as this will be printed
with the page number and your
sheet cut and pasted below.
Bottom Margin: 2.5
If you can, it is preferable for
the article to be in 2 columns.

l
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